
Zombie Combat – Latest Runner & Action 
game by Pinaddon 

Pinaddon Studio is pleased to announce a special product namely “Zombie Combat”!  This exciting game 
will be available on App Store and Google Play from October 10 (Priced as free). 

Game Summary 
Zombie Combat is probably one of the best android game written for your Halloween. 
Experience life as young boy in leaden world of Zombie Age. Run, jump, and fight for your 
life as you will encounter monstrous creatures every place you land on. Be well-prepared, 
collect coins to unlock exclusive weapons and mystery pets that will keep you one step 
ahead of the undeaths! The game play is hard but so addicting that you can't help but to 
play until the wee hours of the morning. 

 
Price: Free 
Release date: 20 October 2013 
Genre: Runner, Action 

In-app purchase: Available 
Publisher: Mars Celine 
Developer: Pinaddon Studio 

 
Features: 

 Battle hordes of allies including strange zombies and insane bosses.  

 An worldwide adventure awaits you with more 5 stunning maps. Space is wide and full of 
horrors.  

 Experience various types of weapons and pets in the game 

 Wander around devastated zombie world with intense background music.  

 Use your powerful pets to recover critically HP and defeat even the toughest enemies!  

 Throughout the battle you will collect coins to upgrade your armory. The amount of coins gained 
depends on your own jumping skill.  

 Required iOS 5+ or Android OS 2.3+ 

Screenshots  

 



 

Main Story  
The story begins in early of 21xx when the world has seen its 30th year of zombie disease. There appears 
private zones to be established as zombies’ bases on the earth. Couldn’t stand watching every 
civilization turn into brain-eater, the survivals have been searching ways to prevent the growth of 
zombie pathogen. 19-year-old youngster, Max discovered that his brother Ace disappeared without a 
trace after joining a special course against Zombies held by AZN (Anti-Zombie Nation). Accessing Ace’s 
mailbox, Max found an mystery email inviting his brother to take part in a confidential experiment in PIN 
city. At this place, he met Maye, a young and beautiful scientist, who was the first person who 
successfully made up Zombiazation antibody. While in the middle of the conversation, Maye was 
kidnapped. Max fought against zombies on his own to rescue Maye and investigated his brother’s 
disappearance.  

Game Play & Features 
Zombie Combat includes 5 stages illustrated by an old plot but still remain its cutting edge in a zombie 
game.  
 

Controls: Similar to other “runner” games, the control button of Zombie Combat is quite simple. The 
player taps to the left to jump, tap to the right to shoot. It will be much more effective if the player taps 
the target precisely. Moreover, the player can use 3 buttons placed in the bottom of the screen to 
change between guns. A “Pause” opens a popup to select mute, on/off music, replay or exit.  

 
Weapons: In Zombie Combat, guns are regular weapon of the player. There are 6 types of gun whose 
power ranges from weak to strongest for the player to choose: 

 Pistol: is the weakest but it will never run out of bullet and if it is upgraded to its full power (max 
level), it shouldn’t be neglected;  

 Spread Shot: fires 3 bullets at a time;  

 Rifle: can fire continuously at its medium power; 

 Flame gun: offer higher damage and in wide range; 

 Laser gun: quick way to wipe out allies at the same direction;  

 Bazooka: shooting rockets - the strongest one.  
In each stage, the player can bring 3 types of gun among which Pistol is the default. In term of defense, 
the game allows the player to carry pets which can have some special abilities, such as lowering zombies 
attack or recovering HP to the player. Another difference that can be named in Zombie Combat from the 
other ordinary “runner” games is Bosses. To pass over a stage, the player will have to fight against a 
powerful boss, therefore, the player must use his weapons wisely from the beginning to save bullets for 
the special guns in order to kill the boss easier.   
 

Extra Features: The player will use coins to unlock and upgrade powerful guns and pets. Coins can 
be collected along the journey or by killing zombies. The player can also use cash/ credit card to buy 
coins. 



How to download? 
It’s totally free to download and play Zombie Combat from App Store and Google Play. 

 
 
About Pinaddon Studio 
Pinaddon Studio, based in Hanoi, Vietnam, newly founded in 2012 by 
Vsmarttech which has got 6 years of experience in IT development in 
Vietnam. 
Developer Contact: 
Minh. Luu Van 
Pinaddon Studio 
Ha Noi, VN 
pinaddon@gmail.com 
www.zombiecombat.pinaddon.com 
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